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ABSTRACT

There is a limited amount of scavenging alternatives for
smartphones. We assess the feasibility of using indoor light
to extend smartphones’ battery life. We build a prototype
charger that demonstrates that indoor light scavenging is a
practical method that can substantially extend battery life on
smartphones. The results show that it is feasible and practical
to extend battery life with this energy harvesting method. We
finally discuss certain obstacles that need to be overcome,
especially the redesign of operating systems to account for
energy harvesting.
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INTRODUCTION

State-of-art smartphones possess high-performance
processors, high-bandwidth network modems, and largesized displays, which demand increasing power resources.
However, over the past decade battery capacity and
technology have not kept pace, and in fact manufacturers are
favoring product aesthetics at the cost of limiting battery size
and capacity. The majority of smartphones today provide at
least 24 hours of uptime (i.e., the amount of time the device
lasts without recharging), but this varies greatly depending
on each unique smartphone use [2]. Similarly, research has
shown that users rely on multiple strategies to recharge their
devices’ battery throughout the day [3]: Swapping: carry
multiple batteries compatible with their smartphone and
exchange the depleted battery for another fully charged;
Packing: carry an external battery pack that is used to
recharge the battery; Hopping: carry either a USB
cable/power adapter to recharge the battery whenever there
is an available socket, over USB or a power outlet;
Scavenging: carry a solar-panel or piezoelectric generator to
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recharge the battery. With the exception of scavenging, these
strategies require the user to pre-emptively charge an extra
battery, or find an available power source. There are two sets
of research findings that motivate our focus on scavenging
indoor light. Mobile phones are 90% of the time at arms’
reach or within the same room [1]. Luminosity traces from
47 participants (2 weeks, Spring) in central Europe suggest
that office/daytime hours present the best window to
scavenge indoor light [8]. During working hours, users are
likely to be in relatively well-lit indoor settings.
EXPERIMENT

Currently, there were no smartphones with a built-in solarpanel available, although there is commercial interest. We
investigate indoor light scavenging to extend battery life,
testing various indoor light conditions. We use an off-theshelf Moto G (1st Gen, Android 5.1) smartphone for our
experiments and AWARE [5] for instrumenting battery
logging. The recorded information includes the current
battery percentage, voltage, temperature and a sample
timestamp. The battery data is primarily stored locally on the
phone and later synced to a remote server before starting a
new round of tests, to avoid network usage bias.
For our experiments, we constructed a test chamber (Figure
1), which isolates the indoor panel from external light
interference. For homogenous light distribution inside the
chamber, all the surfaces are bright white. Within the
chamber we keep the distance and relative positioning
between the solar panel and the light source constant at 30cm
and vertically perpendicular. This minimises bias of
performance by different angles of the light incidence on the
panel surface. On the center of the chamber’s ceiling we
placed five E27 light bulb sockets. We conducted our
experiments with a commonly used indoor light source: 12W
3000K LED light bulbs. Lastly, temperature is known to
affect solar cells' performance. We use two temperature
sensors (one inside and one outside the chamber) and a
ventilation system (i.e., an array of 3 x 80 mm fans controlled
by an Arduino Uno microcontroller) to maintain the
temperature inside the chamber constant at 21˚C.
Indoor Light Scavenging Prototype

The output power the indoor chargers we constructed
(Pcharger) can be estimated as follows:
Pcharger = PPV * ηconverter

(Formula 1)

Figure 1. Our controlled environment: external light isolation, at room temperature (≈21˚C) and adjustable light conditions.

where ηconverter is the converter’s efficiency percentile. In our
experiment the converter used was approximately 70 %
efficient. The photovoltaic peak energy (PPV) is a function of
three factors:
PPV = f(Ev, APV, mPV)

(Formula 2)

Nexus 5) and observed the same behavior: they consume
more power while in a charging state than when idly
discharging. We could only keep them indefinitely alive if
we disabled the Wi-Fi, removed the SIM card and kept the
screen OFF (Figure 4).

Ev is the amount of light, i.e., luminosity (well-lit areas are
better, and closer proximity to the source is better); APV is
the area of the panel (bigger is better); and finally, mPV is the
solar cell’s material power density (varies with the solar cell
manufacturer). Our 12” indoor charger is composed of an
array of interconnected unitary PV cells, which are scalable
and modular (APV = 417 cm2).
Experimental Results

We use the indoor charger (12”) via the standard mini-USB
port. To deliberately discharge the battery faster and simulate
a device in intensive use we used [6] method. The baseline
measurement (i.e., when not connected to the indoor charger)
is a battery discharging rate (BDR as defined in [3]) of
0.4999% per minute for the Moto G. Our experimental
results are shown in Table 1.
# Lamps

Light intensity (lx)

BDR (%/min)

1
2

3,460
6,800

0.5159
0.5072

3

10,490

0.4906

4

13,980

0.4823

5

17,810

0.4674

Table 1. Results per light condition and discharging rate in %
per minute (i.e., lower is better). Green highlights successful
discharge slowdown.
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

We are unable to actually charge the test phone. We can
however, slow down the discharge. To further investigate
why, we measure the current on the device while idle and
when charging. To our surprise, we found that whilst
connected to the charger, our device actually consumed more
battery than when not charging. While not charging and idle,
the device power consumption is 7.67 mA (29.15 mW). If
connected to the AC power socket, this value increases to
27.38 mA (217.8 mW). In other words, in theory, we must
produce more than 217.8 mW in power to sustain the phone
indefinitely alive, and above this threshold the phone will
actually increase its charge. We further tested our panel with
additional devices (e.g., Samsung S6 Edge, Galaxy S2 mini,

Figure 2. Nexus 5 alive indefinitely (idle on an office desk (≈
5960 lx), WI-FI OFF, no SIM card, screen OFF (12” poly-Si).

If idle, on average, the phone consumes about 30 mW. The
solar charger can provide this power with our 12” charger
and as little as 500 lx. However, the phone does not stay in
idle when we connect the indoor charger. If charging, on
average, the phone consumes about 200 mW. The indoor
charger with a solar panel of 12” diagonal needs a much
stronger light source to reach that output (charging) power
(>10,500 lx, by reducing the distance to the light source).
Alternatively, we could use a larger charger (> 80” diagonal)
in order to keep the same low luminosity (not ideal to carry!).
The challenge is whether asking users to become conscious
of where they place their smartphone to maximise indoor
charging (close to light source and well-lit area) is a
significant and somewhat disruptive change to our humanbattery interaction habits [4]. It is more convenient to
recharge the device on the power socket overnight, every
day, than constantly worry about where the device is located.
However, given that many hours of modern daily routines
are spent indoors, a solar-charging smartphone case could
extend their smartphones battery life. If left unattended and
under a good source of light, charging may be possible. For
this reason, a valuable research avenue is to investigate
nudging techniques to inform and train users on how to place
their phone to increase charging performance.
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